THROWBACK THREES

BRINGING BACK MEMORIES OF THOSE HALCYON DAYS
CIRCA: APRIL 2019

Par: 54

Yardage: 2480/1730 yards

Design Team: D & F Associates

(Note: Yardages were done by a minimum wage operative-trust them at your own peril)
Hole 1 190/125 yds “Hookah”
(Back Tee #1 to left SID green)
As the name suggests, mumble your mantra to yourself, take a
deep yogi inhale, and let it out slowly for full effect. Now a lyric
looking right-to-left draw working off the right bunker should do
the trick. It can touch down short and work its way up the
diagonal line of the green. Staff was accommodating placing the
pin on the lower level so you have a backstop to arrest the
progress of your ball leaving you a putting chance from the same
level as the cup. Mind control matched up with proper club
selection can set your round off on the right foot.

Hole 2 135/70 yds “VW Bug”
(Back Edge Pond #2 to #1 green)
From the low tee area you have to loft a high soft one onto the
hood of a German-made economy car. With the narrow landing
area pinched by the bunker in front and rough behind, it may
make more sense to play well left of the flag and let the gravity
and the ground do the hard work of getting your ball close to the
hole. If you are on this green on the approach making birdie is a
realistic expectation.

Hole 3 155/110 yds “Peace Sign”
(#2 Cart Path to #6 green)
Select your club with proper forethought in that this probably
plays a half a club more club up the incline to the front pin
position. Given how ripping any putt will be from left of this
flag, discretion over valor suggests you do not take on the bunker
at all and aim for the front right fringe of the green. From there
all uphill putts are makeable.

Hole 4 135/100 yds “Studio 54”
(Edge #7 Fairway to #2 green)
Those of us with long memories recall how hard it was to get
through the door at this exclusive NYC night club back in the
day. Managing the carry up to this precipice green and
containing your shot within the tight pin area may prove just as
difficult. Anything in the back section of the green will give you
a reasonable scoring chance. Remember the password is
“Swordfish”.

Hole 5 145/100 yds

“Fondue”
(#7 Fairway to #5 green)

Love the image of dipping your crouton into the simmering pot
of cheesy queso. From the regular tee it may make sense to land
it on the face hill and let it feed onto a green that banks
precipitously away from you. From the forward tee the shot is
simpler but really no less difficult because of the roll out.
This one seemed to the designers like a natural Three-Par waiting
to be discovered. After you play it I am not sure you will share
their sentiment.

Hole 6 150/105 yds

“Flip”
(#5 Fairway to #4 green)

Kind of like the TV personality you will get the unexpected on
this one. Nothing about the landing area will be receptive to the
shot required so it comes down to sure and adept feel and a bit of
luck to give your team a birdie opportunity. Putting this green is
a challenge on a regular day so it may take three tries to get it
right.

Hole 7 165/115 yds

“Tie Dye”
(Right of bunker #4 green #3 green)

This may look familiar from a previous Cross-Country iteration
but it is much shorter….the design team felt your pain. Pin has
been moved down toward the front of the green to accommodate
a shot away from the pin using the ground as a feeder. Be aware
the pot bunker across the green is in play to an overly ambitious
line directly at the flag. As the name implies, this golf challenge
has many hues to it.

Hole 8 100/80 yds

“Magic Eight Ball’
(Native area left #7 to #8 green)

Like this favorite toy from the era this very short pitch has a
good bit of existential chance in it. Besides deciding how to
avoid the encroaching foliage, the ground reaction coming from
back-to-front on this green is a crap-shoot. If you are lucky your
answer from the Eight Ball will be “have a nice day”.

Hole 9 160/85 yds

“Lava Lamp”
(Forward tee #18 to #17 green)

They said this hole would never return but you cannot trust a golf
hole designer on his word. It is going to take an adept trajectory
to negotiate the opening followed by a slow, molten roll out on
the other end to stay anywhere near the pin position. Twos will
be hard to come by here, but you never know what to expect if
you stare at a lava lamp long enough, especially if you are in the
right state of mind.

Hole 10 105/75 yds

“Pet Rock”
(Behind #17 green to #7 green)

Enjoy one of the prettiest vistas of the day staring at this infinity
edge green. You play over the Albert Small Friends and Family
stone on this short downhill pitch. Clever use of the short grass
pitching area can dampen the pace of the approach into this hole
location set tight to the right corner of the putting surface.
Anything left and short of the hole will leave a speedy putt to
negotiate, but anything long or right is a pitch or a sand save in
the making.

Hole 11 100/80 yds

“Eight Tracks”
(Forward tee #10 to #18 green)

Problem with these things was their fidelity sucked and they
would skip as well….just another cast-off atop the waste heap of
technological offerings of the era. Your approach line is a little
right of this semi-blind cup position but the real challenge is
keeping your ball from separating past the hole. Anything a
tinch too strong can slither it’s way all the way to back fringe
leaving a long putt for birdie.

Hole 12 130/90 yds

“Bell Bottoms”
(Above FB # 11 to #11 green)

Standing on the high perch looking down the shoe tongue
approach of this green this has such a natural look to it. Just
watching the ball land and work it’s way toward the hole will be
a lyric experience. Feel free to hum a Monkees tune. But as has
been our habit, we were not generous in the cup placementanything long or right will not offer a putting opportunity. A
shout out to the image on the hole sign…..you owned a pair as
vibrant as these in the day didn’t you?

Hole 13 155/100 yds

“Stayin’ Alive”
(Above Turf Nursery to #12 green)

John Travolta is waiting fist over head for you to find the tight
little corner of the dance floor we provided for this approach
shot. Heck, that is the easy part….you have putted in the right
corner of this green and that is no bargain for sure.
“Ah…ah…ah…ah…Stayin’ Alive…Stayin’ Alive….”

Hole 14 150/130 yds

“Walkman”
(Fairway #13 to #14 green)

It is hard to remember that the rage of portable players and
headphones started with Sony but it was the beginning of the
personal music revolution. Nothing revolutionary required here,
just a slight left-to-right shape shot working back up the tilt of
the putting surface should do. A three here is giving one back to
the field.

Hole 15 135/100 yds

“Afro”
(#14 Fairway to #15 green)

We could have called this “Are You Kiddin’?” but chose not too
go there. This is a tight window to play through into a small, but
receptive area framed by the rock wall and the bunker on the left.
There are holes in every one of these events that you just have to
survive…..this is one of them. Don’t forget to rake out your doo
before you hit this shot in homage to the hole name.

Hole 16 130/95 yds

“Chuck Taylors”
(Below right pond to #16 green)

Believe it or not the inspiration for this hole came from a
recovery shot Mr. Obama had to hit after a wayward lay-up a few
weeks ago. We were nice enough to put the pin back far enough
so you could at least see the top of it from the teeing area. There
is more than adequate landing space to keep the shot below the
hole. The right-to-left lean in the landing area which may come
in handy. It kind of looks like a pair of high tops doesn’t it?

Hole 17 110/70 yds

“Puka Shells”
(Across #11 pond to #10 green)

The design partner with an F was all over the genesis of this one.
Just a wee forced carry over water, hardscape, and a couple of
sand elements….ergo the sea shell reference in the moniker.
There is more room than it appears once you hit the ground but
once again it will take an adept line to feed the ball to the cup
position down front. Anyone making birdie in a pair of
Birkenstocks deserves extra credit.
.

Hole 18 130/100 yds

“Mood Ring”
(Fairway #18 to #9 green)

By now you should be rubbing all your personal jewelry for good
luck but one more time might help. It will likely take a 2 here to
finish in the money. Good news is that veterans of these events
have seen this before so they know just how to negotiate the last
challenge. When someone rolls in the 18 footer for birdie it will
be fist fives all around.

